Baby Changing Stations

ASI JD MacDonald offers baby safe solutions for baby changing stations. All units are easy to install, durable and sanitary. To meet your washroom needs, we offer numerous choices including Accessible Compliant models.

WHAT MAKES OUR RANGE OF BABY CHANGING STATIONS THE BEST?

LARGE WEIGHT CAPACITY
Our range of baby changing stations come in a variety of options; recessed, surface mount, parallel, vertical, plastic or stainless steel, with capacity loadings up to 181kg.

ACCESSIBLE COMPLIANT
Our range includes several options suitable for Accessible Compliant washrooms.

EASY OPEN AND CLOSE
Our units are designed for easy one-handed operation and shaped to safely cradle a child’s body.

FUNGUS- AND BACTERIA-RESISTANT
The plastic used for our baby changing stations has been shown to inhibit the growth of bacteria and fungus.

Sanitary

STANDARD FEATURES

- Easy to install
- Sanitary, safe and strong
- All units fold up; no obstruction when not in use
- Large weight capacity
- Easy open and close
- Easy to clean
10-9012 BABY CHANGE STATION PARALLEL POLYETHYLENE SURFACE MOUNT

Accessible Compliant, made from high density polyethylene and supports a static load up to 136kg. Other features include; a concealed damp gas spring and adjustable two-part safety-strap for ease of use with one hand; a bed-liner dispenser with view slot that can be converted to a multi-fold towel dispenser; 2 heavy duty bag hooks and instructions in seven languages. Entire unit assembled of sealed components, meaning no penetration zones to harbor microbes or bacteria. No level surfaces that may invite the resting of cups, cans, bottles etc. Unit is recyclable at end of usable life.

**Overall Dimensions:** 914 x 559 x 102 mm
- **Closed:** 914 x 559 x 102 mm
- **Open:** 914 x 559 x 519 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: 10-9012-21009)

---

10-9020 TODDLER SAFETY SEAT

Made from high density polyethylene, the unit is durable and non-porous and supports a load up to 22.7kg. No parts of the operating mechanism are accessible when unit is open or closed to provide a tamper-resistant and pinch proof user environment. Unit has a three-point adjustable child protection safety belt and the shoulder harness straps are individually attachable. Graphics and instructions in four languages on interior back. Light grey in colour and recyclable at the end of usable life.

**Overall Dimensions:** 318 x 552 x 283 mm

---

BCP-JDM BABY CHANGE STATION PARALLEL POLYETHYLENE SURFACE MOUNT

Accessible Compliant, made from high density polyethylene and supports a static load up to 113kg. Other features include; compact, slim profile suitable for small washrooms; a concealed pneumatic gas spring mechanism for smooth, safe and effortless opening and closing; 2 bag hooks; hygienic, non-absorbent child safety strap with a lockable two step cam-buckle providing effortless size adjustment with one hand; easy to clean; resists odours and bacterial growth; safety information and universal instruction graphics including Braille; dual moulded liner dispensers hold approximately 25 liners each.

**Overall Dimensions:** 871 x 390 x 97 mm
- **Closed:** 871 x 390 x 97 mm
- **Open:** 871 x 390 x 446 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: B003)

---

BCV-JDM BABY CHANGE STATION VERTICAL POLYETHYLENE SURFACE MOUNT

Accessible Compliant, made from high density polyethylene and supports a static load up to 68kg. Other features include; compact, slim profile suitable for small washrooms; a concealed pneumatic gas spring mechanism for smooth, safe and effortless opening and closing; 2 bag hooks; hygienic, non-absorbent child safety strap with a lockable two step cam-buckle providing effortless size adjustment with one hand; easy to clean; resists odours and bacterial growth; safety information and universal instruction graphics including Braille; dual moulded liner dispensers hold approximately 25 liners each.

**Overall Dimensions:** 489 x 789 x 100 mm
- **Closed:** 489 x 789 x 100 mm
- **Open:** 489 x 789 x 813 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: B003)
10-9018 BABY CHANGE STATION PARALLEL STAINLESS STEEL CLAD RECESSED

Made from high density polyethylene and satin finished 304 stainless steel. Unit supports a static load up to 136kg. No parts of the operating mechanism are accessible to provide a tamper-resistant and pinch proof user environment. Other features include; a damped gas spring to assist in opening and closing with one hand; a bag hook; a bed-liner dispenser that converts to a multi-fold towel dispenser; instructions in four languages and an adjustable two-part vinyl coated child protection safety-strap. Entire unit is assembled of sealed components meaning no penetration zones to harbour microbes or bacteria. Recyclable at end of usable life.

**Overall Dimensions:**
- Closed: 994 x 718 x 10 mm
- Open: 994 x 718 x 460 mm

**Rough Wall Opening:**
- 902 x 622 x 102 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Surface Mount (Part No: 10-9018-9)
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: 10-9014-14159)

10-9017 BABY CHANGE STATION VERTICAL STAINLESS STEEL CLAD RECESSED

Made from high density polyethylene and satin finished 304 stainless steel. Unit supports a static load up to 136kg. No parts of the operating mechanism are accessible to provide a tamper-resistant and pinch proof user environment. Other features include; a damped gas spring to assist in opening and closing with one hand; a bag hook; a bed-liner dispenser that converts to a multi-fold towel dispenser; instructions in four languages and an adjustable two-part vinyl coated child protection safety-strap. Entire unit is assembled of sealed components meaning no penetration zones to harbour microbes or bacteria. Recyclable at end of usable life.

**Overall Dimensions:**
- Closed: 718 x 994 x 100 mm
- Open: 718 x 994 x 747 mm

**Rough Wall Opening:**
- 622 x 902 x 102 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Surface Mount (Part No: 10-9017-9)
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: 10-9014-14159)
10-9013 BABY CHANGE STATION PARALLEL
FULL STAINLESS STEEL RECESSED
Made from high density polyethylene and satin finished 304 stainless steel. Unit supports a static load up to 181kg. Features include; a concealed damped gas spring mechanism for smooth, safe and effortless opening and closing using one hand. Two-part child protection safety-strap and cam buckle, adjustable with one hand and two heavy duty bag hooks. Unit provides a bed-liner dispenser and a multi-fold towel dispenser. Graphic and instructions in four languages on interior back. Antimicrobial treated material used for internal back, bed, dispenser doors, strap and moulded mounting hole covers.

**Overall Dimensions:** 940 x 648 x 102 mm
Closed: 940 x 648 x 9.5 mm
Open: 940 x 648 x 451 mm

**Rough Wall Opening:** 870 x 578 x 95 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Surface Mount (Part No: 10-9013-9)
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: 10-9013-32945)

BCV-SS-R BABY CHANGE STATION VERTICAL
FULL STAINLESS STEEL RECESSED
Made from insulated ABS and 304 grade stainless steel. Unit supports a static load up to 68kg. Includes; a concealed pneumatic gas spring mechanism for smooth and safe opening and closing; hygienic, non-absorbent child safety-strap with lockable two step cam buckle providing effortless size adjustment with one hand; the ABS changing surface is easy to clean and resists odours and bacterial growth; safety information and universal instruction graphics.

**Overall Dimensions:** 590 x 904 x 102 mm
Closed: 590 x 904 x 15 mm
Open: 590 x 904 x 769 mm

**Rough Wall Opening:** 553 x 870 x 89 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Surface Mount (Part No: BVC-SS-SM)
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Liner dispenser (Part No: SSLD-R)
- Replacement belt (Part No: B003)
**SSLD-R LINER DISPENSER STAINLESS STEEL RECESSED**

Intended to be used in conjunction with all ASI JD MacDonald baby change stations. Full body shall be 304 grade, 16 gauge stainless steel with brushed finish. Unit holds approximately 60 LCR liners and is an ideal choice for high use, low maintenance washrooms.

**Overall Dimensions:** 247 x 460 x 99 mm

**Rough Wall Opening:** 213 x 419 x 102 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: B003)

---

**ECP-SS-R BABY CHANGE STATION EXTENDED FULL STAINLESS STEEL RECESSED**

Made from ABS and 304 grade stainless steel. Unit supports a static load up to 181kg. Intended for use by older children and adults. Includes; a dual concealed pneumatic gas spring mechanism for smooth and safe opening and closing; hygienic, non-absorbent safety-strap with lockable two step cam-buckle providing effortless size adjustment with one hand; easy to clean and resists odours and bacterial growth; safety information and universal instruction graphics. This unit is ideal in special needs schools, schools with integrated programs, aquatic centres and major sporting centres.

**Overall Dimensions:** 1646 x 597 x 102 mm

Closed: 1646 x 597 x 12 mm  
Open: 1646 x 597 x 443 mm

**Rough Wall Opening:** 1613 x 552 x 89 mm

**OPTIONS:**
- Trim kit for surface mount (Part No: ECP-SMKIT)
- Box of 500 liners (Part No: LCR)
- Replacement belt (Part No: B003)
Welcome to ASI JD MACDONALD: where innovation, speed and reliability provide peace of mind

JD MacDonald expanded into Washroom Accessories in 1959 - since then we have developed a following among Building Owners, Architects and Construction Professionals who count on us because we consistently deliver on a promise of quality, value, impeccable customer service and choice.

In 2013 JD MacDonald was acquired by the ASI Group and as the newly founded ASI JD MacDonald, we continue to provide more choices in hand dryers, paper towel dispensers, waste bins, combination units, grab rails, baby changing stations, soap dispensers, toilet paper dispensers and much more. We also offer a range of waste management products – garbage / linen chutes and rotobins.

ASI GROUP

Privately owned and operated since inception the ASI Group now has operating units and offices in the US, Canada, Australia, Belgium, UK, Middle East and China, with sales in over 50 countries.

For over 50 years our companies have been known for innovative products and the widest choice in product and material for Washroom Accessories, Toilet Partitions, Lockers and other storage devices. Our nimble management philosophy allows us to deliver more products in 48 hours than anyone else in our industry and our flexibility allows us to create unique products to suit specific needs.

You will find one common thread that ties our family of companies together - a singular focus on our customer. That focus is captured in our mission statement: “To make our customers successful by providing a value greater than price and an excellent service experience.” www.asigroup.us

OUR GLOBAL REACH: Allow our experienced architectural team to help you deliver on your promise of excellence as they have delivered on some of the most prestigious projects worldwide:

- **Corporate World HQ:** Apple Corp., Coca Cola Corp., Facebook, Goldman Sachs (US)
- **Intl. Offices:** Microsoft, Intel (China), HSBC (Egypt), Residence Palace, Antwerp Port House (Belgium)
- **Airports:** Canberra Airport (AUS), JFK Intl., DFW Intl., Logan Intl. (US), Hong Kong Intl. (China)
- **Education:** NYU Dormitories (UAЕ), Yale Univ., Stanford Univ., Univ. of Notre Dame (US)
- **Medical:** Red Cross (AUS), Memorial Sloane Kettering, Mayo Clinic (US), Al Mafraq Hosp. (UAЕ)
- **Hospitality:** Crown Plaza (Jordan), Ritz Carlton (US), Kempinski Hotel, Intercontinental Hotel (Qatar)
- **Entertainment:** Shanghai Disney (China), Plopsa Water Parks (EU), MGM Grand Casino, Lincoln Center (US)
- **Stadiums:** Yankee Stadium, Madison Square Garden (US), Doha Rugby and Football Stadium (Qatar)
- **Government:** Royal Australian Airforce Base (AUS), US Embassy (China), Great Lakes Naval Base (US)

MORE CHOICES: Every building type, physical environment, project size and geography

- Hospitals and Health Care
- Universities and School Districts
- Office Buildings
- Stadiums and Fitness Facilities
- Airports and Travel Hubs
- Government Buildings & Convention Centers
- Prisons and Security Facilities
- Restaurants and Chain Stores
- Hotels and Multi-Family Buildings
- Theatres and Entertainment Complexes
- Museums and Libraries
- Theme Parks and Shopping Malls
- Parks and Recreation Facilities
- Warehouses / Manufacturing / Food Service Plants

ASI JD MacDonald: Your single source for privacy, hygiene, safety and eco-friendly products.